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  BIG BANG
14 BILLION YEARS AGO
Hot primordial soup




  Universe is      Cooling and Expanding






QUARK/HADRON
TRANSITION

 t = 0.01 sec






Galaxy formation

 t =1 million years






Raisin Bread Model of the Universe
	As the loaf rises, raisins move steadily apart from one another, with the loaf maintaining the same configuration.







Cosmological Principles
	Universe is homogeneous:

    	looks the same at every point
                    (on average)

	Universe is isotropic:

		looks the same in every direction






The Great Wall






Homogeneous Universe






As we look backwards in time:
	All points in infinite universe getting closer and closer

     --- yet universe can still be infinite all the 
              way back!
Eventually, the density at each point is so great we lose description (maybe string theory?)
Big Bang at every point in the universe.






Big Bang happens everywhere at once (not at a single point)







At the turn of the Millenium, recent experiments answered some of the BIG QUESTIONS:
What is the geometry of the universe?
What is the mass of the observable universe?
How big is the universe?
BUT many questions remain: what is the universe made of?







Geometry of the Universe
1930:  Three possible geometries for the universe

2000:   The geometry of the universe is FLAT!!!!!!






Universe has Flat Geometry
	Universe is NOT two-dimensional.
	Goes out to infinity in all three directions:

             
  Shortest distance between two
No curvature required,
      no weird geometry.







Geometry of the Universe






Geometry is Determined by Matter Content
 Warping of Spacetime:






Matter Bends Light








Objects appear to be in different positions






The amount of mass determines the geometry and the evolution
	The energy density of the universe is




  (compare to water, which has 1 gm/cm )
	The geometry is flat.

HOW DO WE KNOW THE GEOMETRY AND ENERGY DENSITY?  MICROWAVE BACKGROUND EXPERIMENTS.








Important Epochs in the History of the Universe
	Inflationary Epoch: smoothes the universe and generates fluctuations for galaxy formation (t = 10^{-35} sec)
	Big Bang Nucleosynthesis: formation of primordial elements (Deuterium, Helium, Lithium) (t = 3 minutes)
	Last Scattering: generation of microwave background radiation (t = 1 million years)







Inflationary Epoch
	Unresolved puzzles of standard Big Bang:
	Why is the universe so smooth on large scales which never communicated?
	Why is the universe fifteen billion years old, when it should have recollapsed in 10^{-43} seconds?
	Why is the universe so flat?
	The ANSWER: Alan Guth 1980:                 

an exponentially fast growth period in the very early universe smoothes everything out






Flattening of Universe due to rapid expansion
an exponentially
 fast growth period 
in the very early 
universe smoothes
 everything out






Inflation generates seeds for galaxy formation
	Some regions of the universe stop the inflationary expansion before the neighboring regions: they end up with slightly different amounts of matter in them.  The more energetic regions accumulate ever more matter, eventually make galaxies and clusters.
	The deviation from the average density:







2nd important time period: 
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
	When the universe is 3 minutes old, at a temperature of ten billion degrees K, Deuterium becomes stable:



	Make Deuterium, Helium, Lithium
	To make heavier things like C,N,O need high densities in stars (3 He turns into C); this happens much later.








Before and After the first three minutes:
Before the universe is 3 minutes old, Deuterium isn’t stable:
After the universe is 3 minutes old, Deuterium is stable:







Helium formation
Once Deuterium forms, Helium and Lithium also form






What about heavier elements?
	Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, …. , Iron ???
	These cannot be made in the early universe… must wait till much later.
	Why not? To make Carbon, need to combine three Helium atoms.  Three atoms need to encounter one another, which is very rare in the early universe.  
	Must wait until very compact structures are formed: STARS! The elements we are made of and rely on for our existence could not exist without stars.







What do we learn from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis?
	Light elements are made: Helium, Deterium, Lithium are made three minutes after the Big Bang
	Getting the right abundances of these elements implies a universe that is made of only 4% ordinary atoms!
	Heavy elements are made much later, in stars







Pie Chart of The Universe






3rd important time period:
LAST SCATTERING
	When the universe is one million years old,  light scatters for the last time and subsequently travels without interference.  We see this light, known as the Cosmic Microwave Background.  From it we have learned that the geometry of the universe is flat!







Cosmic Background Radiation
	Today we are still bathed in the faint glow of microwave radiation left over from the hot early phase of the universe.
	This radiation is one of our best probes of cosmology.
	New data was released by the WMAP satellite in February.
	One of the “hottest” areas in cosmology!







Cosmic Background Radiation
	Early on, the photons interacted constantly with electrons.  Light couldn’t travel even a millimeter; the universe was opaque .

Age < million years,
Temperature>3000K
Can’t see anything!







Last Scattering
	When the universe is a million years old, at a temperature of 3000K, the photons (light particles) scatter one last time. After that, the electrons are gone (into hydrogen atoms) so that the photons are free to travel all the way to the present universe.

Photons no longer interact.
Universe becomes transparent!















How can Microwave Background tell us about geometry?








The Doppler Peak
	Acoustic oscillations in the photon/atom fluid are imprinted at last scattering.  We expect a peak in the microwave background at the sound horizon (distance sound could travel in the age of the universe).
	If the universe is flat, the peak is at one degree.
	If the universe is a saddle, the peak is at less than one degree.







BOOMERANG
	BOOMERANG (Balloon Observations of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation and Geophysics) used a telescope suspended from a balloon that circumnavigated the South Pole for 10.5 days at an altitude of 120,000 feet. Revealed patterns of structure in the microwave background.
	SPACETIME IS FLAT
	ENERGY DENSITY IS DETERMINED







Path of BOOMERANG






BOOMERANG SKY







WMAP Satellite
	Launched June 2002
	Data released Feb. 2003







The Microwave Background is like a Fingerprint of the Universe






Doppler Peak at 1 degree






What have we learned from CMB?
	The peak at 1 degree tells us that the geometry of the universe is flat.
	This geometry corresponds to an energy density of 
	Height of second peak tells us that 4% of the total is ordinary atoms.
	Matching all the peaks tells us that 23% of the total is dark matter.
	What is the rest?????








The amount of mass determines the geometry and the evolution
	The energy density of the universe is



(compare to water, which has 1 gm/cm )
	The geometry is flat.

WE KNOW THE AMOUNT, 
BUT WE DON”T KNOW 
WHAT IT’S MADE OF!








25% of the Universe is Dark Matter: Dark Matter in Galaxies
	What do galaxies look like?
	Rotation Curves and galactic dark matter
	Evidence for dark matter in clusters of galaxies
	What can the Dark Matter be?








Our Galaxy:
The Milky Way
The mass of the galaxy:
 solar masses









Galaxies have Dark Matter Haloes






Rotation Curves
	How do we know that galaxies have dark matter haloes? Rotation Curves.


	Example: Solar System Rotation Curve

	95% of the mass of galaxies is made of an unknown component!!!







Solar System Rotation Curve
Average Speeds of the Planets
As you move out from
 the Sun, speeds of the
 planets drop.






Solar System






Tyco Brahe
(1546-1601)


Lost his nose in a duel,
 and wore a gold and 
silver replacement.

Studied planetary orbits.

Died of a burst bladder
 at a dinner with the king.






Rotation Curves of Galaxies
Orbit of a star in a
Galaxy: speed is 
Determined by 
Mass









Speed is determined by Mass
The speed at distance
 r from the center of 
 the galaxy is determined
 by the mass interior to
 that radius.  Larger mass
 causes faster orbits.
















Vera Rubin
Studied rotation curves 
 of galaxies, and found
 that they are FLAT!






95% of the matter in galaxies is unknown dark matter!
	Rotation Curves of Galaxies:

EXPECTED
FROM STARS
OBSERVED:
FLAT ROTATION
CURVE






Sun’s orbit is sped up by dark matter in the Milky Way






The Dark Matter Problem:
	95% of the mass in galaxies and clusters 

 of galaxies are made of an unknown dark matter component

Known from: rotation curves,
                     gravitational lensing,
                     hot gas in clusters.






Dark Matter Candidates
	MACHOs (massive compact halo objects)
	WIMPs
	Axions
	Neutrinos (too light)
	Primordial black holes
	WIMPzillas
	Kaluza Klein particles







Atomic Dark Matter is NOT enough








Is Dark Matter made of Stellar Remnants (white dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes)? partly
	Their progenitors overproduce infrared radiation.
	Their progenitors overproduce element abundances (C, N, He)
	Enormous mass budget.
	Requires extreme properties to make them.
	NONE of the expected signatures of a stellar remnant population is found.
	AT MOST 20% OF THE HALO CAN BE MADE OF STELLAR REMNANTS

 
  [Fields, Freese, and Graff (ApJ 2000, New Astron. 1998); Graff, KF, Walker and Pinsonneault (ApJ Lett. 1999)]






I HATE MACHOS!
DESPERATELY LOOKING FOR WIMPS!






WIMPs
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
	About 100 times as heavy as protons
	Go right through us:

       The Death Theory: one interacts in a human roughly every 70 years
	Motivated by supersymmetry from particle theory







Supersymmetry
	Particle theory designed to keep particle masses at the right values
	Every particle we know has a partner:

         photon                   photino
         quark                     squark
         electron                 selectron
	The lightest supersymmetric partner is a dark matter candidate.







WIMP dark matter halo






Detection of WIMP dark matter







Searching for dark WIMPs
	Direct Detection (Goodman and Witten 1986;     Drukier, Freese, and Spergel 1986)
	Neutrinos from Sun (Silk, Olive, and Srednicki 1985) or Earth (Freese 1986; Krauss and Wilczek 1986)
	Anomalous Cosmic rays from Galactic Halo (Ellis, KF et al 1987)
	Neutrinos, Gamma-rays, radio waves from galactic center (Gondolo and Silk 1999)
	LHC







Even more strange:
	All matter, including atoms and dark matter, amount to only roughly a third of the total density of the universe.
	This conjecture arises from studies of

    SUPERNOVAE, bright explosions of dying stars.






Accelerating Universe
TIME
DISTANCE
As we look backwards in time at distant supernovae, they are 20% dimmer than expected! That means they are farther away from us than expected. They are accelerating away from us.






Galaxies are accelerating apart from one another!






The Concordance Cosmology








What causes the acceleration?
	NOT ordinary  matter in the standard cosmology.  Ordinary matter causes gravitational attraction, not repulsion.
	73% of the universe must be something new and exotic with a negative pressure:

         DARK ENERGY.






Two Approaches to Dark Energy

	1) Vacuum energy: add to right hand side of Einstein’s equations

   (cosmological constant, time-dependent vacuum energy …)
	2) General Relativity is incomplete:

  modify left hand side of Einstein’s equations
(Freese and Lewis 2002; Deffayet, Dvali, Gabadadze, and Porrati 2002; Carroll, Trodden, Turner 2003)






Vacuum Energy
	Virtual particles and antiparticles spring into and out of existence at every point in the universe: they lead to a vacuum energy.


















Pie Chart of the Universe








Summary
	The Big Bang model is correct: the universe is cooling and expanding
	Inflation smoothes out the universe and creates density perturbations for galaxy formation
	Big Bang Nucleosynthesis creates light elements 
	Microwave background light left over from the hot early days 
	4% atoms, 26% dark matter, 70% dark energy
	What are the ingredients? We’re working on it!







Etymology
	Cardassians are an alien race indigenous to the Star Trek universe.
	They appear foreign to us, yet consist entirely of matter. 
	They are bent on the accelerated expansion of their empire.







The Electromagnetic Spectrum
All electromagnetic radiation is made of photons, or light particles,
 of different wavelengths.






Dark Matter in Clusters of Galaxies
	Rotation Curves of Galaxies in the Cluster
	Lensing
	Gravitationally Confined Hot Gas in Clusters







Lensing: Another way to detect dark matter: it makes light bend






Lensing by dark matter






Dark Matter in a Rich Cluster






Hubble Space Telescope






Inflation
	Very soon after the Big Bang, an exponentially rapid growth period smoothes out and flattens the universe, and generates small density perturbations that later grow to make galaxies 
	      (see talk of Doug Richstone)






UNKNOWN-0.unknown


